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until 1891, when the concluding instalment of Kielhorn's treatise,
" Examination of Questions connected with the Vikrama Era/' ap-
peared. (See IA. 19 and 20 passim, but especially £0.124-142.) Kiel-
horn made a careful collection and study of all known documents,
inscriptions, and manuscripts dated in the Vikrama era, and brought
out some interesting and important results. Of especial concern to us
are the following.
 1.	The earliest dates in the era are found in Eastern Rajputana,
and chiefly in those parts of it which border on or are included in
Malava.
 2.	The earliest certain date in the era is samvat 493.    Kielhorn
regards as likely (tho not certain) two earlier ones, one of which, the
earliest, is samvat 428.   This would be a.d. 371.    (I believe that no
earlier date has yet been discovered, down to 1923.)
 3.	In all early datings known to Kielhorn the era is not referred to
by the name of Vikrama, but is called instead the Malava era, or the
** time of the lords of Malava."    (This name had been notist earlier
by Fleet, IA. 15.191.)    As designation of an era, the word vikrama
first occurs samvat 898, and it is here used somewhat vaguely, in such
a way that we cannot be sure that it was a proper name (" the time
called vikrama ").   Only in samvat 1050 (a.d. 993) do we find distinct
mention of a prince named Vikrama in dating by this era, and words
expressly attributing to this prince the founding of the era do not
occur until still later, namely about 1200 a.d.   These facts certainly
seem at first sight to support Kielhorn's negative thesis, which is that
the " Vikrama era " (or, as it might better be called according to Kiel-
horn's evidence, " Malava era ") was neither founded by, nor establisht
in memory of, any Vikrama.   To be sure, the number of early inscrip-
tions in the Malava era which are known as yet is too small to make
their silence a perfectly safe guide.   It might conceivably be due to an
accident that they all name the era, if they name it at all, " the Mala-
van era " or the like,1 instead of " the Vikrama era."   As for the con-
structive part of Kielhorn's argument, namely his proposition that
vikrama-kala meant ** war-time/' because the years of the era began
in the autumn when kings usually began their war-expeditions, it
seems to me unconvincing (but Fleet accepts it, IA. 30.4).   For one
thing, it is not so easy for me to bridge the gap between " valor " (the
* I deem it unnecessary for my present purpose to concern myself witli the discus-
sion which went on for years between various scholars, mostly in the 3HA£L, as to
the precise meaning of Malava-gana-sthiti; but cf. below, p. Ixiii.

